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This book have all the secrets between the covers about how to make the most fashionable shoe by 
hand on a traditional way.  The book «Handmade Shoe for Men» gives a thorugh insight in 
traditional shoemaker craftmanship, but real witout to be a textbook in the trade,but show this 
practices in some of the worlds leading shoemakers workshops as have survived the 19th and 20th 

centurys industrialism. And in some as have come later. And as is among others in towns as 
London, New York, Munic, Vienna, Rome or Budapest. The authors of the book is Lászlo Vass and 
Magda Molnár. The photos is by George Valerius. The book have over 400 photos spread over 216 
pages. And is even rich illustrated with excellent writet textes spread over 8 respective chapters, the 
whole startet by a introductions written of Lászlo Vass.All together have the chapters 150 diffrent 
mention/section, this including addition as a glossary, bibliograhpy etc. The texts build from chapter 
to chapter and inside the chapters up the understanding of the topic on a relativ easy way. I.e: if you 
know a little in advance how shoes are made is't  an advantage but not an assumption for a 
exsperience of the books content as immediately for a outsider perhaps can be strange and fare 
away in the globalized industry runningrace age where shoe of so many different qualityes  are in 
the trade. Outwards the read experince and the insight the book gives about this type of traditional 
shoemakers craftmanship can it perhaps also be the first step in to the trade. Or simply enough: give 
something to have with you on a city holiday, on a rainy day. 


